
OVERNIGHT STAYS FOR GUESTS
ACCOMMODATION EXPENSES

PRICE per night in the yurt:

Single person / couples: per night per person / Euro 35.-
(without meals)

Mixed / family : per night per person / Euro 25.-
50% reduction per child

PRICES per night in the outdoor bell tents:

Single person / couples: per night per person / Euro 20.-
(without meals)

Mixed / family : per night per person / Euro 15.-
50% reduction per child

The outdoortents can be arranged individually or shared with other guests
2 tents are reserved for women or men only and 2 tents can be rented for families or mixed



PRICES per night in own tents:

per night per person / EUR 12.-
(without meals)

50% reduction per child

The area for your own tents is just outside the outdoor camp with our round tents and is shared with
other camp guests

CATERING

The catering can be purchased on site in consultation with the team at a reasonable price in the
community / cooking together or on an independent basis. Cooling your own groceries is currently not

possible in refrigerators on site. This option will be available from the 2024 season after the
construction of our house with infrastructure. That's why we get the groceries fresh in our nature camp
in the nearby village. Optionally, we will organize the shopping together with our guests every day as a

family according to their wishes and needs

Of course, a great option is to enjoy the local and very cheap cuisines in the nearby village or
restaurants on the island

IMPORTANT INFO / OURDOOR NATURAL CAMPING

The campsite has several terraces that are available as pitches. Divided into levels with shared yurts,
overnight yurts and outdoor tents. We get our water on the neighboring site and in the village. A water

connection where you can get water and fill it in large containers. Showers and toilets are installed
according to outdoor nature life. There are also free shower facilities on the nearby beach. We also use
compost toilets. In 10 minutes walk you are in the next village / water point. We bring fresh water to

the camp for common use every day. The sea can be reached in about 10 minutes on foot



Property  :

Our area covers a total size of 11 HA of land with many grape vines and
45 olive trees. The campsites, community tents and private facilities are set up with

enough distance that guests / volunteers and everyone involved in the community can
enjoy their private space

CONTACT

CONTACT US by email or via Whatsapp / Telegram:

twister-alan@gmx.ch

Ofri    :  + 972 50521 9416

Aladin :  + 506 6449 0080

IMPORTANT INFORMATION / ARRIVAL

The drinking water is obtained from the neighboring village/neighbor and from a natural source

Electricity can be obtained from the restaurants in the nearby village. As soon as we have built the next
infrastructure with a house with electricity, it can be purchased on site

There are facilities for those arriving by caravan or car on site on the access road to the site. It is the only access
to get to our land and is therefore well suited for parking. After clarification with our team in advance, individual

guests can also optionally stay overnight in campers on this area

Arrival is possible by plane and by ship from Athens. Cars / mobile homes can also be loaded with the ship,
or as a longer variant as passengers. (about 10 hours)

Flights from Athens are possible with a small plane to the island of Kithira. In the season there are optional
several planes per week. Flights from Athens are very cheap. Taxis or rental cars can therefore be arranged at the

airport on the island of Kithira
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